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The school would be better.……………..
Y3








if there was a climbing frame and swing
by having a Quiet Corner in the playground
if it would be quieter in the Lunch Line
if we could play tennis (this was expressed by 3 children)
if we had our own Desktops
if there was a Safety Zone
if anyone can play football











if there was a school mascot for Sports Day
if people don’t break a lot of toys
if we had Gymnastic sections
if we had some more herbs in the Mud Kitchen
if we had Pyjama Day for charity and a cake sale
if we had more raising money days and gymnastic and football day
if we had a Book Corner, somewhere to read in peace during break times, possibly inside (this was expressed by 3 children)
if we could do some more story writing
if we had more equipment for the Ludus














if we had Para cord in the Ludus (this was expressed by 3 children)
if we had more fundraising, so we could get some equipment that people want (this was expressed by 4 children)
if there was a Lego Robotics Club. (I saw this at Bishops!)
if there was somewhere to sit inside and read during break and when it is cold
if there were books in the Ludus (this was expressed by 3 children)
if there were rules in the Ludus
if there were banners and poster about school news (this was expressed by 2 children)
if there was a roof on the Ludus (this was expressed by 2 children)
by giving out fruit at Tuck
if we had more white boards
bouncy/tennis balls
Nothing, it is absolutely amazing/fantastic! (this was expressed by 2 children)




















if we could do more Learning Walks for the learning ambassadors (this was expressed by 2 children)
if we had no Early Bird (this was expressed by 5 children)
if we had a Pyjama Day again (please)
if we had more time on the apparatus, like the ropes and climbing frame
if we had a mat to play Dogs on the playground
if we could play Cancel outside instead of Early Bird (this was expressed by 2 children)
if we had more PE/sports equipment (this was expressed by 2 children)
if we had no school uniform
if we had a Friendship Bench for people who are lonely and need someone to play with
if we had bigger football goals
if we could have outside Early Bird, instead of inside
if we had better storage for sports equipment e.g. Bags and boxes
if we could have a Pancake Race
if we could have more big balls for PE
if, at the end of Y6, we receive Leavers’ Hoodies
if people were stopped from running around and making swords in the Ludus
if we had hot chocolate with marshmallows in Winter, for 20/50p.
if we could have House Point Team Sports matches, like football or netball
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